INTRODUCTION
The present paper comprises three rather independent notes. The first and second notes are about finite distributive lattices. We hasten to add that the title is a bit unprecise; the third note is actually about finite meet semidistributive lattices.
In Section 1 an example of a self-dual distributive lattice, which does not allow for a polarity is given. This answers a question of Kamara. Another question of Metropolis, Rota, and Stein is settled as well. Both problems fit well into the framework of De Morgan algebras. Section 2 gives an elementary proof in the distributive case of a theorem of Reuter on proper matchings in modular lattices. As to Section 3, by a theorem of Reiterman, each pseudovariety of finite algebras can be described by implicit operations. We exhibit a ''natural'' implicit operation for the pseudovariety of finite SD -lattices. 
ABOUT DE MORGAN ALGEBRAS
Unless stated otherwise, all structures considered in this paper are assumed to be finite. First some notation which will be used throughout 
x is also a filter. In 2, Proposition 13 the question is raised whether necessarily F H H s F. This is true, even for infinite J. Namely, for arbi-
Ž . tends the definition 1 . Moreover, one has w x w x For finite D, see 4 . We take the opportunity to reprove a result of 4 in a more contemporary fashion. As a corollary, a question of Kamara will be settled.
First some preliminaries. All structures are again assumed to be finite. A Ž . duality H on a lattice L is automatically an anti-isomorphism, so i
H H join and meet irreducibles are switched and ii y F x iff y F p for all join irreducibles p F x. Let D be a distributive lattice. There is a canoni- 
Ž .
Ž . Proof. It is clear that H : Id J ª Id J is well defined and is a ) duality whenever ) is a duality. Conversely, assume that 
Ž . since otherwise J, F would be point decomposable.
Ž . Let us mention that there is a ''direct'' construction of if J, F has a minimal element p and a maximal element q with p F r q. In this case any linear extension p -p -иии -p -q yields an admissible bijection Theorem 4 holds more generally for linearly indecomposable modular w x w x lattices. This is shown in 7 which is based on 8 . However, since more sophisticated techniques involving Moebius functions and linear algebra w x Ž . are used in 8 , an elementary and constructive proof in the distributive case seemed justified.
AN IMPLICIT OPERATION FOR THE PSEUDOVARIETY OF FINITE SDn-LATTICES
We assume familiarity with the basic concepts of universal algebra as w x presented in, e.g., 9 . Let P P be a nonvoid class of finite algebras of finite type . It is called a pseudo¨ariety if it is closed under the formation of finite products, subalgebras, and homomorphic images. It is equational if it is defined by equations for -terms. Obviously, ''equational'' implies ''pseudovariety,'' but the converse fails. However, each pseudovariety P P is Ä ultimately defined by equations; there is a countable sequence p s n 4 q : n G 0 of equations such that an algebra A of type belongs to P P iff n w x it satisfies all but a finite number of these equations 10, p. 414 . Another way to describe pseudovarieties P P is by implicit operations, that is, operations which are not necessarily induced by -terms. More precisely, an implicit n-ary operation in a nonvoid class V V of finite algebras of fixed
with all homomorphisms between algebras in V V . A nonvoid class P P : V V turns out to be a pseudovariety iff it is definable by equations for implicit w x operations 11, Theorem 3.1 . Interesting examples of implicit operations w x for pseudovarieties are given in 11 . In the sequel we shall exhibit another such example.
A lattice L is called meet semidistributi¨e iff it satisfies for all a, b, c g L the implication a n b s a n c « a n b s a n b k c . SD
n w x This concept was introduced in 12 and initiated the study of the finite w x sublattices of a free lattice which culminated in 13 . Since property SD n is defined by a Horn formula, it automatically carries over to sublattices w x Ž and direct products 9, p. 218 . Furthermore, one can show e.g., Exercise 8 w x . in 13, p. 123 that SD carries over from finite lattices to epimorphic n Ž . images. Hence the class P P of all finite SD -lattices is a nonequational n pseudovariety. Alternatively, a countable sequence of equations which w x ultimately define P P is given in 14, p. 476 . Apparently a description via implicit operations has not been pointed out. In order to do so, recall that a lattice L is n-pseudocomplemented if for all x g L there is a biggest y g L with x n y s 0. One easily verifies that a finite lattice L satisfies w x SD iff each upper interval z, 1 is n-pseudocomplemented. This gives n rise to a binary operation on L. Namely, for all a, b g L define a ª b as w x the n-pseudocomplement of a within the interval a n b, 1 . One checks that ª is an implicit operation and that Ž . Ž . i a n b s a n a ª b , Ž . ii , and iii . We claim that a ª b must be the n-pseudocomplement of a w x Ž . within the interval a n b, 1 . By i the element a ª b is a candidate. Let w x cg anb , 1 be arbitrary with a a n c s a n b. We have to show c F a ª b. Indeed,
Ž .
Ž . ii iii c s c n a ª c s c n a ª a n c Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . iii
s c n a ª a n b s c n a ª b .
